Abstract. Since huge sample datum has to be compressed properly in pre-processing to be sent out, a good compression algorithm will evidently improve the precision of the data-processing. In this paper, a compressing algorithm was studied based on polynomial fitting method. During the process of the real-time trajectory data compression, datasets were successively accumulated according to compression ratio. To apply all the information in the dataset, a series of orthogonal polynomial basis were applied to fitting the function, the least square estimation method was used to filter noise, and the estimated values of the position and the speed from differentiation of object datum in the dataset were sent out as compressed datum. And to get the best filter parameters, the mathematical expression of the error expectations and variances were studied. The compressing principle was given by considering the truncation error and random error simultaneously, which showed that, the best filter was the one by 21-point 3-order polynomial for position data compressing, while for speed data the filter by 41-point 2-order polynomial was better. The theoretical analysis and the simulation results were also provided to prove the effectiveness of this algorithm in data-compression and noise filtering.
Introduction
Nowadays every kind of outer-measurement equipment collects data in some fixed sampling frequency. But in data processing, sampling frequency is often amplified. It is obligatory to compress data in preprocessing. Traditional method is giving up the rest points. Obviously this method wastes a large number of data and easily leads into new error. Frequently-used method averages all points, but is still unable to approach the real value. Whereas polynomial fitting is widely applied in time domain filtering and signal detection. In this paper, we study how the polynomial fitting can be presented into real-time trajectory data compression.
Definition
In real-time processing, a dataset accumulates and then the estimated value of position data in centre point on three coordinates and speed data from differentiation are outputting. Repeat to complete the compression from huge data to one point. In every dataset, a series of orthogonal polynomial basis were presented and the smoother formula of output point in every dataset with the least square filtering was applied to use every data fully and filter the measure noise. 
Smoother formula of position data and speed data at output point are: outer-measurement preprocessing. As the simulation result shows, the novel algorithm is a promised compression and noise filtering method which can reflect real curve characteristic in higher precision.
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